
    Overall status of implementation of disposal of specified kinds of home appliances

Air conditioners Television sets Refrigerators Washing machines

Thousand units 1,636 3,520 2,565 2,426

Number of recycled units Thousand units 1,624 3,515 2,556 2,409

Weight of recycled units Tons 72,009 95,134 148,662 71,053

Weight of recovered materials Tons 56,739 72,110 91,006 42,967

Rate of recycling % 78% 75% 61% 60%

Notes:

2. Figures are rounded to whole numbers.

    Overall status on the basis of Article 47, Para.1 of the enforcement regulation (total)

Air conditioners Television sets Refrigerators Washing machines
Iron Tons 23,112 7,235 65,832 30,992
Copper Tons 3,058 3,369 998 476
Aluminum Tons 1,111 188 404 142
Non-ferrous metals and iron Tons 27,969 483 18,880 8,703
Cathode-ray glass Tons - 55,075 - -
Other material of value Tons 1,487 5,756 4,890 2,652
Total weight Tons 56,739 72,110 91,006 42,967

Notes: 1. Figures are rounded to whole numbers.
2. "Other material of value" includes printed board, plastics, etc.

    Total weight of collected refrigerants

Air conditioners Refrigerators

Total weight of collected refrigerants(kg) 806,580 233,946

Note: Figures are rounded to whole numbers.

Total weight of the recovered parts and materials which can be used as parts and materials of a future product,
regardless of whether delivery of such recovered items will take place with or without charge.

Number of units collected at
designated collection sites

Total number of items that manufacturers and designated corporate bodies recycled from April 1,
2002 to March 31, 2003 (FY2002) in accordance with the Home Appliance Recycling Law

1. Number and weight of recycled units indicate the total number and total weight of discarded specified
    home appliances during FY2002.

3. Number of units collected at designated collection sites and number of recycled units do not include
    units which, due to the incorrect display of information on management tags or other reasons, do not

indicate the manufacturer to handle recycling/disposal.
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